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Abstract
The data

- We

avons mesurb la +elocltb tieson clansle carbone cornprimhd’une
Les r&sultats indiquent que le carbone est diamant entre 0.8

have measured the sound velocity in shock compressed gruphite.
are consistent with a model of solid diamond from 0.8 to 1,4 Mbar.

INTRODUCTION

The carbon phase diagram is poorly knoi~, even though this element is common, ~~d
its atomic structure is relatively simple. The high pressure and temperature of
the graphite-liquid-vapor triple point have resulted in an uncertainty of the tri-
ple point temperature between 4200K /1/ and 4800K /2/. The diamond-liquid phase
line has been presu~ed to have a negative pressure derivative on the basis of simi-
larity to silicon and germanium /1/ and old shock wave data /3/, which was probably
incorrect /4/. The similarity of liquid carbon to sillcon and germanium may also
be questioned, since the latter are normal 11 uid metals at atmospheric pressure,
while fluid carbon has a resistivity above 10-J fl-cm/5/.

Several theoretical phase diagrams for carbon have been presented. By use of elec-
tvonegttlvlty a~ b scaling parameter, Van Vechten has successfully constructed uni-
versal phase diagrams for group IV elements and binary alloys crystallizing in the
diamond structure /61. We show his results for curbon in Figure 1. Grover has
done a more detailed thermodynamic analysis based orIthe Van Vechten phas? diagram,
and he concludes that diamond may not even be contiguou~ with the solid-liquid
bour,dary /7/. Most recently, Yin and Cohen, using an ab in~tio pseudopotential
theory, have cast doubt on the previous theoretical models ‘8/, The lnck of p
states in the carbon core and the relatively large beyond-valence orbitals combine
to make diamond the most compact and lowest energy structure for solid carbon below
7.0Mbar. Diamond is even more compact than the nominally metallic CIOSC packed
etructurea. The same arguments call into question the assumption that, since the
diamond structure is open, the liquid must be denser.

Previoue shock compression experiments on graphite in the pressure rnngc 300-600
kbsr show consistently that carbon collapses to a material with diamond density
/4,9/. The presence of diamond r.ryatalliteoin s~mples recovered from graphite
shock compressed to 30U kbar for 1 psec prove thdt the high density phase consists
of at least small crystala of diamond /10/. However, although the Hugoniot for

high density graphite cros~es the melting line snown in figure 1 at. acce:,sable
preseuren, no indication of melting has been ~een.

In a serirs of papers, the OptiCA~ antilyzertechnique /11/ hn~ been utiedto rntmaure
the release wave velocity ~t hi~h preaaure for iron /12/, tantnlum /13/, and

aluminum /14/. For t]lesemetals, the onset of melting IR indlcnted by a drnmatic
decrease as pressure ia increnaed in this velocity, from L!mt charncLeriatic of a
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has been compared with previously known phase boundaries, the agreement with
equilihrlurnmelting has been good /15/. We have chosen this technique to study the
carbon phase diagram in the pressure range 800 kbar to 1.4 Kbar, and at
temperatures of several thousand K.
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Fig. 1 - Hypothetical phase diagram of carbon. The calculated Hup~niot, with our
data points 1s indicated by the dashed line.

IXPERIMENTS——

In these experiments we nave cho~en a pyrolytic graphite with an initial density of
2.20 gmlcc, and an orientation such that the shock propagation direction was per-
pendicular to the basal planes. The shocks were driven into the carbon targets by
hitting them with thin iron or tantalum plates accelerated in a two-stage light gas
gun. Iron was used for shock pressures below 1.2 Mbar, where the tantalum release
velocity is not yet experimentally calibrated. A tuntalum impactor was used for a
hi~h pres~ure experiment at 1.4.+?fbar.

Bromoform was used as the optical analyzer material in contact with the graphite.
The targets were cut so that several sample thickness could lieused on each shot,
The thermal r~diation frum the shock driven into the bromofcrm from each carbon
thickness wan recorded with photomultiplier and oficilloscope. By extrapolating the
results to the carbon thickness required for the release to overtake the shock nt
the carbon-bromoforrninterface we calculated the velocity of the lead characteris-
tic of the release wave at each shock pressure. These rcaults are plotted in
figure 2 with an estimated uncertainty of *3% In sound velocity.
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2 - New Round velocity detn for shock compre~sed graphite.
calculnt~d bulk nnd longitudl.nal,velocitie~ for dinmond.

For comparison we



We show in figure 2 a calculated bulk sound velocity for solid diamond. This
calculation is based on shock data measured by Pavlovski~ /16/. With an initial
density of 3.51 gdcc, the zero pressure bulk velocity is 12 km/s, and the bulk
modulus is 5.05 Mbar, close to McSkimin’s ultrasonic results /17/. We have used
the relationship py=constant, commonly used for metals, with Y-1.1 at zero pressure
/1.,/. We also plot several curves for the longitudinal wave velocity given
constant Poisson’s ratios. Although the zero pressure value of Poisson’s ratio is
about 0.1 /18/, the best fit to our high pressure data is 0.35, still a reasonable
value for cubic solids. Our data are consistent with a longitudinal elastic wave
in diamond, although the pressure dependence is slight. A steady Increase in
Poisson’s ratio would explain the relatively low pressure depend~?p~ of the
longitudinal velocity.

For comparison, we also show in figure 1 a calculated Hugoni.otcurve /4/ and the
location of our data potnts. We see no evidence for a phase transition fron the
diamond structure. In order for us to miss the melting transition, the liquid
carbon would need a bulk modulus twice that of diamond. Therefore, the melting
line must have a near-zero or positive slope in the P-T plane.

The preliminary results presented here suggest that the electronegaLivi.tybased
phase diagram is incorrect for carbon. If true, the fluid in equilibrium with
diamond may not be denser, and it may not be metallic. These conclusions are at
least qualitatively in agreement with the paeudopotential based phase diagram.
More. sound velocity experiments are planne?, both &t lower and higher pressures.
Monte Carlo calculations, using the ab initio pseuddpotentlal, could be particular-
ly useful for determining the nature of high pressure fluid carbon.
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